WHY SO MANY RXs?

There is no rapid and reliable rule out test for bacterial infection.

SIGNIFICANT CONSEQUENCES

Underappreciated consequences of prescribing antibiotics.

ANTIBIOTIC RXs

Physicians give antibiotics unnecessarily 30% of the time.2

WANTED: NO GUESSWORK

Most physicians want a rapid test that can quickly identify whether a viral or bacterial infection is present. 85% of physicians want to incorporate the HostDx Fever test into their routine care.1

WHAT CAUSED THE FEVER?

Choosing an antibiotic without knowing if it is needed can lead to unnecessary prescribing and adverse events.

WHY SO MANY RXs?

There is no rapid and reliable rule out test for bacterial infection.

UNNECESSARY RXs

Physicians give antibiotics unnecessarily 30% of the time.2

WHAT CAUSED THE FEVER?

Today, when patients visit clinics, their doctors cannot rapidly identify the infection type.

CHANGE IS COMING

A new paradigm with HostDx™ Fever test.
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